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Visual Impact has been a great business partner
with Tucker-Rocky in supplying high quality goods
and services in a timely manner.
Kevin Hough

The table cloth was gorgeous! ... Our launch was great.
PIX 11 news of NYC interviewed us and took tons of
pictures. We are supposed to be featured in a segment early
2014. Thanks again for the great work.

Tucker-Rocky Distributing

Christy

My experience with Visual Impact was great!!
Working with them on the design was effortless
and they were very helpful. The turnaround was
awesome, especially since I need them in a hurry
to have them in time for the Mammoth MX race.
They even hand delivered my canopies to me as
I was leaving for the event the day they finished
them!! The finished product looks great, and
these are by far the sturdiest, best looking canopies
we have ever purchased.

We received the tent on Thursday and we used it for our
Friday event. We received so many compliments and it just
looks amazing. Thanks for being patient with us and we
love our product.

Elimindi

Kim

County of Sutter, CA

Chuck Kober

O'Neal Racing

Visual Impact Promotions, Inc.
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1680 Illinois Avenue, #7

Perris, CA 92571

POP UP BANNERS

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Set up in
seconds

Light weight
and easy to
transport

BANNERS & DISPLAYS

Pop up banners with full color double sided dye sublimation printing and foldable thin steel frame for portability
(similar to a sunshade) are like dividers, sideline ads,
barriers, markers, and banners all in one. They are great
for field sidelines, driving ranges, and race courses of all
kinds. With minimal effort, they are set up and secured
with the included ground pegs or folded away and stored
in the included carry bag. Other shapes are also available, like oval, pear and tower style.

Carry bag
included with
most stands

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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BANNERS AND DISPLAYS

BANNERS & DISPLAYS

Make a great impression in any size or shape by
placing eye-popping graphics wherever you need
them. We offer a variety of portable trade show
fixtures to give your indoor or outdoor space the
exposure and attention required to promote your
product, advertise a sale, or simply increase brand
recognition. Carry bags are included making each
product simple to store and transport.

Manufacturer’s
warranty
varies by product

Set up in
seconds

Light weight
and easy to
transport

Carry bag
included with
most stands

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

VIP STEEL SERIES

TENTS

Available in 5x5, 8x8 and 10x10. Our VIP Steel Series frame was
developed for durability and years of quality service. The advanced
nylon 66 synthetic fiberglass used in the brackets help to strengthen
and reinforce the frame. These frames are available in a white
textured powder coated finish and feature a peak height adjuster and
easy release levers for easy set up take down. The most popular
package includes an industry leading 600 denier polyester tent top
with full coverage digital dye sublimation printing. Additional fabrics
and print methods are available.

Easy release
lever
Limited 2 year
manufacturer’s
warranty

Adjustable
peak height

uv / fire / water
resistant

Deluxe
roller
carry
bag

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for 600 denier polyester top with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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TCS COMMERCIAL SERIES
These heavy duty 30 mm frames are available in
10x10. Oversize nylon/fiberglass compound is
used for foot pads and all connecting brackets. All
canopies have coated pull pins for easy height
adjustment and take down. Choose from black or
p
white powder
coat finish.

TENTS
Coated pull pin
Limited 5 year
manufacturer’s
warranty

Deluxe
roller
carry
bag

Adjustable
peak height

Heavy duty
truss bars

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for 600 denier polyester top with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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uv / fire / water
resistant

HEX ALUMINUM SERIES

TENTS

Our 50mm Hexagonal Aluminum Frames are
durable and strong yet lightweight for easy transport and setup. Constructed with aircraft grade
aluminum and using nylon composite fittings the
50mm Hex Aluminum Frames allow for an effortless gliding motion with no binding. The red lever
releases make the canopy even easier to set up
and take down.

Oversized 50mm (2”) legs
for maximum stability
Anodized high-strength
aircraft grade
6063 T6 aluminum

Limited 10 year
manufacturer’s
warranty

Oversized
steel foot
plates

Push button
release

Adjustable
peak height

Oversized
35mm (1 3/8”)
truss bars

Deluxe
roller
carry
bag

uv / fire / water
resistant

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for 600 denier polyester top with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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TENT BACK WALLS

Add a tent back wall to your canopy for even larger
scale branding or protection from the elements!
Use multiple walls to create a partial or full enclosure. Available with adjustable velcro straps or
optional zippers. These walls can be attached with
your custom logo facing either direction, or printed
double sided for maximum exposure.

TENTS
Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Full color printing
on the entire
surface

Unprinted stock
color backwalls
available

uv / fire / water
resistant,
great for both
indoor & outdoor
events

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for 600 denier polyester back wall with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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SIDE SKIRTS

TENTS

Side skirts are a great way to add branding and
enclose your custom tent as a vending booth for
merchandise, information, food, & more! All hardware is included to attach your side skirts with your
custom graphics facing either direction, or print
them double sided for maximum exposure.

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Full color printing
on the entire
surface

Unprinted stock
color side skirts
available

uv / fire / water
resistant
great for both
indoor & outdoor
events

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for a 600 denier polyester side skirt with sigle sided full coverage digital dye sublimation
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TENT ACCESSORIES

Furnish your new pop-up tent with accessories. All
of the items below have a unique purpose and
often get rid of pestering problems or make something much more convinent. All accessories have
the same durable construction quality as our
frames and tops.

TENTS

Deluxe
roller
carry
bag

Simple
cover
bag

Duffle
bag
with
zipper

Caster
wheels

Weight bags

Rain
gutters

Food service
walls

Side rail
hardware carry
bag
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FRAME ONLY

TCS Commercial

TENTS

VIP Steel

50 mm
HEX Aluminum

STOCK UNPRINTED TOPS
PMS 021c

PMS 116c

PMS 293c

PMS 293c

PMS 186c

PMS 375c

PMS 187c

White

PMS 877c

PMS 289c

PMS 7484c

PMS 476c

PMS 7500c

Black c

Reflex Blue c

PMS 485c

PMS 2955c

PMS 2685c

PMS 300 c
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GAZEBO

This Gazebo is great for outdoor events. It can be
used as an information center, registration desk, for
food samples, and more! Sturdy steel design
assembles in minutes with 2 people, and includes
full dye sublimated graphics on the top & 5 sides.
Additional lower shelves are available as an add on
if more storage is required. Carry bags included.

GAZEBO
Limited 2 year
manufacturer’s
warranty

Additional
shelves are
available

Carry bags
included

uv / fire / water
resistant
great for both
indoor & outdoor
events

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

FITTED TABLE COVERS

TABLE COVERS

Transform a folding table into a showcase for your
brand. Not everyone is looking up when walking
through the aisles of your trade show or event.
Dye sublimation printing allows for full color,
photographic quality imprint of your logo, graphic,
and message. Standard sizes are 4', 6', 8' wide,
and will fit most tables. We offer a varienty of
fabrics depending on your needs.

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

A zippered
opening in the
back for
storage can be
added at no
extra charge.

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Custom sizes
available

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for standard quality 300 denier polyester table cover with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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SPANDEX TABLE COVERS

Spandex table covers transform any table into a beautiful eye catching, sleek, wrinkle-free look. Ideal for events, banquets, hospitality
industry and conventions, or anywhere you want to bring a new
added flair to your display! Spandex Table Covers are easy to care
for - Cold water wash, tumble dry on low and remove promptly. No
pressing or ironing required! Dye sublimation printing allows for full
color, photographic quality imprint of your logo, graphic, and message. Standard sizes are 4', 6', 8' and will fit most tables.

TABLE COVERS
Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

A zippered
opening in the
back for
storage can be
added at no
extra charge.

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Custom sizes
available

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

THROW TABLE COVERS

TABLE COVERS

Transform a folding table into a showcase for your
brand. Not everyone is looking up when walking
through the aisles of your trade show or event.
Dye sublimation printing allows for full color,
photographic quality imprint of your logo, graphic,
and message. Standard sizes are 4', 6', 8' and will
fit most tables. We offer a varienty of fabrics
depending on your needs.

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

A zippered
opening in the
back for
storage can be
added at no
extra charge.

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Custom sizes
available

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for standard quality 300 denier polyester table cover with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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CONVERTABLE TABLE COVERS
Convertible table throws are designed to fit a variety of different sized tables
and ensure that you always have the right size table cover for your event.
Don't be surprised by what size table is supplied for you at your next trade
show, convention, or event. A convertible table throw solves the problem.
These table throws quickly convert from a 6’ to an 8' table size, or from a 4' to
a 6' size. It's like getting two table throws for the price of one! Dye sublimation
printing allows for full color, photographic quality imprint of your logo, graphic,
and message. We offer a varienty of fabrics depending on your needs.

TABLE COVERS
Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Velcro side
panels fold
inward to
transform the
table cover

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Custom sizes
available

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for standard quality 300 denier polyester table cover with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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CROSSOVER TABLE COVERS

TABLE COVERS

Transform the look of your trade show or seminar
booth with this striking tablecloth. To get this cool
fitted crossover look, you are provided with two
slanted full-color covers. They stretch to fit over
opposite ends of your table. You can switch the
order of the throws for a different look on the top of
the table. Made out of flame retardant, premium
two-way stretch polyester fabric for a sleek, fitted
wrinkle free effect.

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Create two
different looks
by switiching
the order of the
table covers

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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ROUND TABLE COVERS

Turn any round table into a professional looking
merchandise display, demo or meeting area.
Round table covers will ensure tables at your
exhibit look great, and help customers find you
easily with a blatant front imprint. The premium
polyester fabric is flame retardant, machine washable and wrinkle resistant for a professional
appearance at each event.

TABLE COVERS
Fitted
Throw

Spandex

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Custom sizes
available

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
Prices listed are for standard 31.5” diameter table covers with full coverage digital dye sublimation
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TABLE RUNNER

TABLE COVERS

Table runners are a great inexpensive way to make
your display be noticed. They put the finishing touch
on a table and when used in conjunction with table
throws they can complement your company colors.
Completely customizable with your graphics, add
elegance to any event that involves a table. Additionally, they can be used for a variety of display
purposes, including hanging them on the wall!

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

Custom sizes
available

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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TABLE TOP BANNERS

A table top banner provides extra visability in any
scenario. Being high above the table, it can be
seen above a crowd of people or from across a
room. Perfect for creating a quick booth or a
noticable background. Full color digital dye sublimation on the entire surface area means that you
have no artwork limitations.

TABLE COVERS
Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Easy
set up

Custom sizes
available

Full color, custom
printed graphics,
logos, and
promotional
messages

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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FEATHER FLAGS

FLAGS

Easy set up and versatile placement makes these
custom printed flags perfect for storefront or
events. Feather flags are made with 110g knit poly
storm material and are available in 8', 12' and 15'.
uble sided printing is available.
available We
Single or double
ti g options
pti s so you
y are able
bl
offer a varietyy off mounting
to use these flags just about anywhere.
anyw
wh
here.
h
ere

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Mounting option
include:
Ground stake
Ground stand
Tent mount

Carry bag and
ground stake
included

UV inhibitors are
used in our inks
to make your flag
brighter, and last
longer
g

Set-up in
seconds

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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TEAR DROP FLAGS

Easy set up and versatile placement makes these
custom printed banner flags perfect for storefront
or events. Tear drop flags are made with 110g knit
poly storm material and are available in 7', 11' and
14'. UV inhibitors are used in our inks to make
your logo and colors brighter, longer. With multiple
mounts available including a ground spike, ground
stand, and a tent mount (see images below) you
are able to use these flags just about anywhere.

FLAGS
Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Flags can be
custom printed on
one side or two.

Carry bag and
ground stake
included

UV inhibitors are
used in our inks
to make your
flag brighter, and
last longer

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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Set-up in
seconds

CUSTOM FLAGS

FLAGS

Custom Flags are a great way to draw attention to
your business or your event. Whether it is a grand
opening, a sale, an open house, or creating brand
awareness, flags are the product for you! We
have a variety of different designs for a mixture of
uses.

P
Pennant Flags
Ba
Backpack Flags
T
Table Flags
Golf Flags
Garden Flags
G
Podium Flags
P
& more

Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

Flags can be
custom printed on
one side or two.

Great for
indoor and
outdoor use

UV inhibitors are
used in our inks
to make your
flag brighter, and
last longer

Set-up in
seconds

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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FLAG ACCESORIES

Complete your order of flags with the right tools to
mount your flag where ever you need it to be
mounted.

Water weight ring
Tent mount

FLAGS
Heavy duty
tent mounts

Ground stake

Ground stand

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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BISTRO/MARKET UMBRELLAS

Umb
Umbrellas

A colorful way to increase your brand visibility.
Custom printed promotional umbrellas are a fun
and practical way to stand out. Sturdy bistro/market umbrellas can be free standing, placed in a
serving table or mounted on your vending cart.

Limited
manufactorer’s
warranty

Full color,
custom printed
graphics, logos,
and promotional
messages

Market umbrellas
have sturdy steel
pole and square
ribs for added
strength

Custom color
pole and
connectors
available with
larger quantities

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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GOLF UMBRELLAS

Be prepared for any weather with custom printed golf
umbrellas. Perfect for golf tournaments, corporate
outings, business gifting & more Hand held golf
umbrellas offer a wealth of brand impressions including your logo, tagline, and/or promotional message
and are both attractive and functional.

Umbrellas
Limited
manufactorer’s
warranty

Full color,
custom printed
graphics, logos,
and promotional
messages

Set-up in
seconds

Minimum
quantity orders
are required

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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INFLATABLES

INFLATABLES

A fun way to promote your brand. Both as a supplement to
your existing signage, or as a stand-alone piece, you are
sure to gain extra attention using promotional inflatables to
advertise. We offer both cold air balloons which are powered with electric fans to keep them inflated, and helium
balloons which use helium gas to fly high in the sky! Indoor
marketing campaign? No problem! Sealed air inflatables
similar to a beach ball are also available. Just fill with air
and hang in a spot where everyone is sure to see!

b Dancers
D
Tube
Sphere Ball Shaped
Hot Air Ballon Shaped
Blimp Shaped
Easy
set up
Limited
manufacturer’s
warranty

UV inhibitors are
used in our inks
to make your
flag brighter, and
last longer

Arches
Custom Design
& more

Listed prices do not include cost of shipping
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